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AGHICULTDHAL productive GAPACITy OF SOUTH DAHOTA 1955
I. INTRODUCTION
Our agricultural resources have a strategic role to play in the
present mobilization effort. Even a partial military mobilization calls
for a large increase in food. Our population has increased by 20 million
people since 194-0. Our civilian per capita food consumption is up 13
percent, our agricultural exports are up 50 percent above the 1935-39
average and food surpluses have largely disappeared.
Estimates of our agricultural productive capacity are needed to
determine whether such capacity is great enough to meet future needs and
to help the nation make wise decisions concerning such vital questions
as these:
1. How much can agriculture produce to feed our growing
population? Fight inflation?
2. How much should vje curtail the manufacture of farm
machinery, in order to build tanks and guns?
3. How much nitrogen should be v/ithheld from agriculture
and made into gunpowder?
4-. TiThat draft policies should be foll^vrptd with respect
to farm labor?
5. What should be the attitude of Congress toward the
various action and educational programs being supported
by Federal funds?
6. What are the obstacles to maximum production in
South Dakota? V/hat changes are needed to overcome
these obstacles?
Vifith such questions in mind a joint Land-Grant College and Department
of Agriculture Committee recommended that a nation-wide cooperative
appraisal of the agricultural productive capacity be made. To carry out
this recommendation each State was asked to prepare estimates of its
agricultural productive capacity. In South Dakota a committee consisting
of representatives of State and Federal agencies concerned with agriculture
was called together to make this report on the Agricultural Productive
Capacity of the State. The procedure followed is outlined in Analysis of
Agriculture Productive Capacity, a suggested guide to cooperative work, 6-15-51*
Important assumptions affect Report
These estimates are not goals or ideals as to what would be a long
time desirable program for South Dakota agriculture but are estimates of
the crops and livestock likely to be produced under certain specific
assumptions as stated by the Joint Land-Grant College-Department of
Agricultural Committee. The basic assumption for 1955 v/as, "...a full
employment, high level defense economy,.,," "The general level of prices
assumed and the parity ratio will thus reflect a favorable cost-price
relationship for farmers. It is suggested that farm price and cost tables
reflect a parity ratio of 105 to 110,". It ;vas assumed further that
"production resources other than land and labor will be available in
quantities needed to achieve potential production," and that "the total
labor force available to agriculture will be ... somewhat less ... than
in 1951."
These assumptions are more specifically presented in Table 1.
These projections should not be regarded as predictions or forecasts.
They are projections which help to clarify the more important assumption
that farm prices would be relatively favorable in this period of high
level defense activity.
Averagye Weather for 192L--L^ Assumed sli-'htl'^ below "Normal"
Another assumption on which all the estimates in this report are
based is t>iat of "normal weather" . Tree rin^ studies indicate that there
has not been a stable or predictable pattern in the weather in the Great
Plains since the time of Columbus. Yet some assumption as to weather is
necessar;'' as a starting point for these estimates.
Therefore, the assumption was made that the average crop yields for
the twenty-five year period, 1924.-194.8, were the result of somewhat less
than normal or expected weather and the lack of many improved practices
which are being used today. Land use, forage production and livestock
numbers are also based upon this assumption. Estimates as to the use of
machinery, and fertilizer are also affected.
The important point to be emphasized is that the estimates in this
rewort are based upon the assumption that the weather was slightly below
normal during the years 1924-48 in South Dakota, If. the \:cathe.v is above
this ^.verage better yEclds and results can be cxnrctcd* If the vrea,ther
is poorer than it v;as as an average during this period the estimates v;ill
probably not be realized^
Table 1. - Projected income, employment, and prices for 1952 and 1955 vdth
background data for comparisons, United States
Population
Labor force
Agricultural labor
Gross national oroduct
Personal disposable income
Prices received by
farmers
Prices paid, interest,
taxes and wage rates
^age rates
Parity ratio
1947-50
million 148.8
do. 63.1
do. 8.0
billion 257.0
dol.
do. 187.0
1910-14
- 100 266
do. 251
152.6 —
64.6
7.5 6.1
279.8 313.9
Projected
202.7 214.9 233
(Mid Yr)
301 295
283 285
do. 429 425 475 500 525
do. 106 100 106 104 105
Source: "Income, Price and Cost Assumptions for Appraisal of Agricultural
Productive Capacity", 1952, 1955j BAE, USDA, mimeographed, 7-20
and 6-20, 1951.
(2)
II. ESTIMTED UND USE, 1955
The land in farms in South Dakota increased about 3*5 million
acres between 1940 and 1945 and 1.5 million acres between 1945 and
1950. A further increase of 900,000 acres has been estimated by
1955, making a total of 45*423,000 acres in farms. Form 1. This
additional acreage will come from Indian land and State and Federal
owned land sold or rented to farmers.
Total cropland is expected to increase about 710,000 acres to
a total of 16,853,000 acres by 1955. With a continuation of the
high level of prices, further mechanization of farms and the pressures
accompanying defense mobilization it is expected that more intensive
use will be made of land in South Dakota. While this may not be de
sirable from a long time agricultural standpoint some of the undesirable
effects should be offset by further use of better crop rotations,
improved seeds, commercial fertilizer and better cultural practices.
The expected increase in cropland probably will come from pasture and
meadows previously used as cropland. On the other hand the acreage of
sod crops, (rotation pasture, alfalfa and other tame hay) is expected
to continue its upward trend to about 2,363,000 acres by 1955.
Relatively favorable prices assumed for livestock and livestock products
should encourage this trend and better crop rotations and higher quality
hay and pasture v;ould result.
Intertilled crops are expected to increase to 4,990,000 acres in
1955 or 14 percent over 1950 due to their income potentialities as
compared to small grains. Corn should increase to 4,200,000 acres by
1955 or about nine percent over the 1950 acreage with the largest
increases expected in the eastern and south central sections of the
state. New sorghum varieties, recently introduced, should make grain
sorghum more competitive with corn and bring an increase in the sorghum
acreage in the central and western sections of the state, especially
under normal v/eather conditions. A relatively small acreage of sorghums
are expected in 1952 since climatic conditions in 1950 and 1951 v;ere
not favorable for sorghums.
Soybean acreage is expected to increase due to the development of
new varieties better adapted to a larger part of the state and to their
higher potential income per acre than most small grains.
If the foregoing changes occur the total acreage of small grain
must decline. Wheat, however, is estimated at 4,150,000 acres in 1955
or about 18 percent over the 1950 acreage since it is a relatively high
income crop in central and western South Dakota. Oats was estimated
at 3,000,000 acres for 1955 attainable or 14 percent less than in 1950.
Barley was estimated at 1,000,000 for 1955, a decrease of 20 percent
from 1950 but 13 percent above the 1951 acreage. Rye, probably the
least competitive crop from an income standpoint, is expected to show
only a slight decrease in acreage since it is used for weed control
and fall and early spring pasture.
Form l»~Estimates of use of farn land, 1955 attainable, v;ith comparisons
Use of farm land Acreage
Column
Corn, all planted
Corn for grain.:Harvested
Corn for silage.tHarvested
Corn for forage &
hogged down ......:Harvested
Sorghums, all except
sirup Planted
All sor^ums for
grain :Harvested
All sorghums for
silage •. !Harvested
All sorghums for
forage •:Harvested
Soybeans, grown alone Planted
Soybeans for beansiHarvested
Soybeans for hay .tEhrvested
Potatoes, Irish(late) Planted
Other intertilled crops, total
AdJ'vistment for multiple use ^
Total cropland used for inter-
tilled crops 3/
Oats, .planted. .
Barley l-,Planted., ,
\^eat, Vfinter planted...
>rheat. Other Spring : Planted
VHieat, Durum • Planted
Oats for grain ...tHarvested
Barley for grain..:Harvested
G-rains cut grass
for Hay rHarvestcd
Rye for grain ......iHaxvested
Flax Planted
Other close growing crops ......
Adjustment for multiple usc,^
Total cropland used for close-
grov/ing crops ^
South Dakota
Reported
for
1950 1/
2
1,000
acres
3855
3072
9^
Reported or
estimate
for 1951 1/
3
1,000
acres
k
1,000
acres
4048 4150
3210 : 3320
90 1 92
600 1! 588
231 : 250
^3 : 50
20 ; 22
157 165
63 70
61 66
2 2
12 15
20 15
20 30
4354 !! iiU70
3231 3225
879 > 900
454 450
3190 3261
345 345
3145 3068
827 828
75 85
533 500
565 450
20 18
189 230
9028 !! 8919
(continued)
1955
: attainable
1,000
acres
^200
3370
100
Form 1,-(Continued) Estimates of farm land, 1955 attainable, with commrisons
Uvse of far^i land
Column
South Dakota
Acreage
Reported :
for :
1950 1/ :
2
1,000 :
acres :
Reported or:
estimated :
for 1951 1/:
1955
attainable
Hay, all'tame-except: ; :
so^rbean & small gr. : ; 878
Alfalfa : Harvested: 647
Clover & Timothy rHarvested: 36
Other tame rHarvested: 195
Seeds, hay & clover : :
crop, all rHarvested: 122
Alfalfa rHarvested: 86
Sweet Clover ;Harvested: 15
Brome rHarvested: 13
Crested wheat rHarvested: 18
Rotation (cropland)
pasture. rHarvested: 830
Adjustment for multiple
use 2^, : : 86
Total cropland used for
Sod Croos ; : 1744
1,000 1,000 1,000
acres acres acres
1038 1115 1300
861 900 1100
32 36 40
145 179 160
129 140 163
85 • 90 100
18 20 24
16 18 24
10 12 .15
860 1: 895 3I 1000
85 !I 90 !; 100
1942 :r 2060 !: 2363
!,324 15,449 15,953
480 460 400
500 500 500
Total cropland used, for
crops :
Summer fallow :
Idle.
Adjustment for multiple use 2^1
15,142
500
500
Total cropland il6,142
^ild hay Har-'ested: 3673
Open Permanent past 22,600
16,304
3600
22,624
16,409
3650
22,680
16,853
3700
22,700
Woods pasture......
Wo^ds not pastured.
Other land in farms
Total land in farms
Grazing land not in farms
Other land not in farms..
Total land area
435 : 450 460 480
.: 178 : 190 200 200
.: 1483 : 1490 1490 1490
.:44,5n i- 44,658 44,889 4.,423
.: 2489 : 2350 2169 1660
.: 1983 : 1975 1925 1900
.:48,W 1 48,983 48,983 48,983
By the Bureau of Agricultural Economics (or distributions by areas of BAE reports
7or States) except as other-^ise indicated. 2j In making the adjustment for multiple
use of land by crops in the same group or in tv/o or more groups, the first use in
the crop year'is considered to be the primary use. Total acres used for crops is
less than the sum of the acreages of individual crops to the extent that t'-.-o or
more crops ''•ere, or will be, planted on or harvested from the same land during the
vear.
III. XMPKOVED CROP''PRODUCTION PRACTIC2S'AND YI2LDS
Increases in crop yields in future years are largely/" dependent on fur
ther adoption of improved production practices by farmers. Uhile many prac
tices are Imovm to affect yields only the ones which give a significant in
crease vrere considered, i.e. improved rotations, improved seed, use of com
mercial fertilizer and different combinations of these three practices.
Sxtent of use of improved practices
The ertent of use of improved production practices on major crops in
1950 and 1955 attainable v.^as estimated by County Farm Mobilization Committees
Forms 2a and 2b. All but 10 counties furnished estima.teb.,based on the
assumptions outlined, v/liicn represent the opinions of people familiar v/ith
conditions in the county. Uitli fev; exceptions the figures v/erc relatively
Consistent between coupties in the same area. The tabulated estimates v/ere
reviewed by the soils and crops sub-committee v^hich made slight adjustments
in the figures for tv;o of the practices. The acreage of land under practice
r'o. ^ (improved rotations and improved seed) vras reduced a-bout 10 percent
cn all crops and the acreage for practice No. 2 (improved seed) v/as increased
by 5. like amo-'int.
The acreages of land on v/hich fertilizer use v/as estimated, practices
Number 3» 5 ^-ad 6, appears somev/hat high for both 1950 and 1955 attainable
based on the fertilizer figures shovm on Form U-, The fertilizer estimates
for 1950 (Form A) v/ere based on tax receipts covering sales in South Fakota
and should be reasonably accurate.
According to the county estimates for 1950, most of the acreage of the
major crops is^ listed under three practices. No. 2 (improved seed). No. A
'improved rotations and ir.proved seeds), and No. 7 (ao improved practices).
Sy 1955 there v/ould be further adoption of improved practices and the acreages
with no improved practices v/ou.Il decline. These changes v/ould result in an
increase of crop yields as indicated on Forms 2a a.nd 2b.
Sffect of improved practices on yields
Estimated of change in yields, due to the use of improved production
practices over no practices, v/e-;e made by the sub-comiuttec for three sections
of the state (eastern central and vrestern). These figures v/ere v/eighted
b'- acreage to obtain state estimates reported on Form 2a, The 1955 attain
able yields for each practice or group of practices v/hen v/cighted bp the acre
age covered gives a v/eighted average yield for the crop. A number of changes
in first estimates of the 1955 attainable and mxinrum yields \/ere made as
a result of these calculations. There v/as a tendency to over estimate yields
on land v/hero "no improved practices" are used and ta under estimate yields
on land where improved practices have been adopted.
Fertilizer constituents needed
The committee estimates that farmers would fertilize about eight tines
more land in 1955 than v/as fertilized in 1950 if fertilizer is available.
They would use 713A tons of nitrogen (N) and 10,768 tons of phosphoric acid
(P2O5) in 1955 comp-red to 5OI tons of nitrogen (N) and 1,3''^ 7 tons of phos-
2j Membership inoludos County Chairman of Production Marketing Adminiatratlon,
County Soil Conservation Service representative, County:Agricultural Ex;tch-
sidn.'Agcnt a.nd other prominent agricultural leaders in the county.
phoric »cid (P2P5) usod in 1950* Corn and small grain w\ild receive higher
rates of nitrogen ap-plication in 1955 than v.ag used in 1950* These estimates
are made on the assumption tliat all -fertilizer materials needed v/ould "be avail
able fo farmers#
Crop and Pasture Yields
Crop and pasture yields estimated for 1950» 1955 attainable and ma:!:imum are
based on average or "norma-1" v/eather and the cropping pattern and level of im
proved production practices attained or attainable, Form It is said that "nor
mal" v^eather seldom occurs# South Da'cota probably has not as yet eiq^erienced a
year in vrhich precipitation, temperatures and other climatic factors have all been
average or "normal" during the sa.ine season.
It was necessary to mel:e certain assumptions regarding weather in order to
adjust 1950 yields for normal v/eather and to obtain a base from which 1955 attain-
able yields could be estimated# As a result a normal period v/as thought of as
being scmev;hat better than the 192^-48 period but not as good as the 193^^*-47 period
v;hen precipitation v;as sliglitly above the long—time average for the state# .Yields
reported for these two periods vrere, therefore, used as bench marl:s in adjusting
the 1950 crop yields to normal v;eather.
The 1950 adjusted yields are estimates of v/hat v/ould have been produced under
the 1950 cropping pattern and practices v\/ith normal v/eather conditions. The re
ported 1950 yields were adjusted dov^-fard for some crops and increased for others.
Improvement in redent years in crop rotations, seeds, and other practices are re«*
fleeted in some of the I950 adjusted yields thus causing them to equal or exceed
the yields reported for the 1938—4? period which may have had better than normal
grovdng conditions#
Crop yields for I955 attainable are expected to increase 10 to 1^ percent
over 1950 adjusted yields due to the adoption of improved 2?roduction practices
as estimated, Form 2a, The I955 attainable yields for major crous are calculated
estimates^based on specific increases in improved production practices as shown
on Form 2o, In some instances shifting of production from one area to another or
to specialized producers will boost crop yields ij , In the event average weather
or the cropping pattern and improved production practices estimated are not attained
in 1955 the estimated yields would need a corresponding adjustment. These estimates
are based on the assumption that "production resources other than land and labor
will be available in quantities needed to achieve potential production#"
n09t" crops wore .ostimatpd at 40 to 50 percent over the1950 adjusted yields, Form 3, Col,-8. These flgtircs roproscnt the average yields
that could bp obtained South Dakota with normal weather assuming adoption of all
improved practices which v/ould be profitable.under the cost prlco relationships •
projoctM for 1955» assuming quality of.management associated v/ith the adoption of
yhese practices and lapse of sufficient time to obtain full benefit from yield
increasing practices,
Unforseen hazards such as abnormal weather or the sudden appearance of new
diseases and insects could change the estimated trend of crop yields and in any one
year might cause wide spread crop losses. For example a new and virulent strain
of stem rust, known as race 15B, which infects all wheat and certain harley varieties
in the midwest in 1950. This strain of stem rust could cause
eo VI "i'nnt crop during years vhen v/eather conditions arefavorable to its develoiDment#
. Flax prcduG^a,i,on is moving- eastv/ard in the state and a larger proportion of the
potatoes are being grov/n by commercial potato grov/ers.
Form 2a. Estimated effect of improved practices on yield per acre, by
type of land or soil situation, 1955 attainable y
South Dakota
Crop and Practice ^ Acres
Column
Thous.
Complementarv practices:
1. Improved rotations 19^.3
2. Improved seed 1181,9
3. Fertilizer, commercial!^ 38.0
4. Improved rotation and
improved seed 1040.9
5. Improved rotation and
fertilizer y 38,0
6. Improved rotation,
improved seed and
fertilizer y 77.1
7. None of above practices 655.4
Total planted 3855,0
Noncomplementarv practices:
8. Mech, Cornpickers 2450.0
field,
Weighted average
kLFaLFA HAf
Complementary practices:
1. Improved rotations 32.4
2. Improved.seed 174.7
3. Fertilizer, commercial y 12.9
4. Improved rotation and
improved seed 155.3
5. Improved rotation and
fertilizer y 12.9
6. Improved rotation,
improved seed and
fertilizer y 19.4
7. None of above practices 239.4
Total - harvested 647,0
field - v/eighted average ____
Percent Acres
2
Thous.
attainable
: Change in ; field
t; yield due | per
' to practice; acre 4/
Percent
6
Bushels Bushels
5 168,0 4 13 28.0
47 1386,0 33 5 20.0
1 84.0 2 14 29.0
27 1848,0 44 16 31.0
1 84.0 2 18 33.0
2 294.0 7 20 35.0
17 336.0 8 0 15.0
100 4200.0 100 XX XX
2940.0 -1,50 -1,1
25.0 5/
Tons
5 33.0 3 ,20 1.10
27 264.0 24 .50 1.40
2 55.0 5 1.00 1,90
24 363.0 33 .80 1,70
2 44.0 4 1.20 2.10
3 88.0 8 1.30 2.20
37 253.0 23 0 .90
100 1100.0 100
1.50^
y Extent of adoption of improved practices were estimated by County Farm Mobilization
Committees, fields under the different practices were estimated by the Agronomy
and Agricultural Economics Departments, South Dakota State College,
y See Form 2 for instructions for listing practices.
y Practices which when used together have complementary effects on yields,
y field per acre with "none of above practices" plus or minus the change in yield
due to the practice or group of practices.
y Weighted average of Column 3 times Column 6.
6/ Fertilizer applied per acre under practices iy number 3> 5 and 6 are:
Corn - 1950 - 20# N, 20# P2O5 and 1955 - 30# N, 20# P2P5
Alfalfa Hav _ 'xc\4i in QMri tqcc
Form 2a con'd. Estimated effect of improved practices on yield per acre, by
type of land or soil situation, 1955 attainable iJ
South Dakota
Crop and Practice ^
Column
Vi/HEAT« Other Spring
Comolementarv uractices: 3/
Acres
1
Thous.
1. Improved rotations 14-1.2
... Ini;rov»id ceed 1326,3
3. Fertilizer, commercial ^
4-. Improved rotation and
improved seed 762,2
5. Improved rotation and
fertilizer ^ 28.2
6. Improved rotation,
improved seed and
fertilizer ^ 56.5
7. None of above practices 508.1
Percent • Acres
2
Thous.
attainable
: Change in
t: yield due
: to nractice
Percent
Total planted
field,
Vifeighted average
OATS
Complementary practices:
2823.0 100
13.^.0 4.
1239.5 37
67.0 2
1U0.5 43
33.5 1
134.0 4
301.5 9
3350.0 100
XX XX
12.4
9.4
13.4
16v4
6.4
11.8 5/
1. Improved rotations 198.7 6 142.5 5 14 32.0
2. Improved seed 1357.5 41 940.5 33 8 26.0
3. Fertilizer, commercial U 33.1 1 57.0 2 21 39.0
4. Improved rotation and ,
improved seed 794.6 24 1168.5 a 21 39.0
5. Improved rotation and
6.
fertilizer y 33.1 1 28.5 1 24 42.0
Mproved rotation.
improved seed and
fertilizer y 66.2 2 171.0 6 26 44.0
7. None of above practices 827.8 25 342.0 12 0 18.0
Total-harvested 3311.0 100 2850.0 100 XX XX
field.
Weighted average 32.0
.1/ Extent of adoption of improved practices were estimated by County Farm Mobilization
Committees, fields under the different practices were estimated by the Agronomy
and Agricultural Economics Departments, South Dakota State College.
See Form 2 for instructions for listing practices.
V Practices which when used together have complementary effects on yields,ij field per acre with "none of above practices" plus or minus the change in yield
due to the practice or group of practices.
^ Weighted average of Column 3 times Column 6
y Fertilizer applied per acre: 1950 - N, 20# P2O5 - 1955 - 15# N, 20# P2O5.
Form 2a con'd. Estimated effect of improved practices on yield per acre, by
type of land or soil situation, 1955 attainable 1/
South Dakota
Crop and Practice ^ : Acres
oo±umn
Thous,
Percent : Acres
2
1955 attainable
: Change in ; Yield
Percent: yield due ; per
; to practice; acre l
Thous, Bu. BU'
5 36.6 4 11 24.7
39 292.8 32 3 16.7
1 9.2 1 14 27.7
23 356.9 39 13 26.7
1 9.2 1 16 29.7
BARLEY;
Complementary practices:
1. Improved rotations 57.4-
2. Improved seed 44.7.7
3. Fertilizer, commercial ^ 11.5
4-. Improved rotation and
improved seed 264..0
5. Improved rotation and
fertilizer ^ 11.5
6. Improved rotation,
improved seed and
fertilizer ^
7. None of above practices
23.0
332.9
2
29
45.8
164.7
5
18
17
0
30.7
13.7
Total - harvested 1148.0 100 915.0 100 XX XX
Yield,
Weighted average XX XX XX XX XX 21.3
y Extent of adoption of improved practices were estimated by County Farm Mobilization
Committees, Yields under the different practices v^ere estimated by the Agronomy
and Agricultural Economics Departments, South Dakota State College.
See Form 2 for instructions for listing practices.
3/ Practices which when used together have complementary effects on yields.
ij Yield per acre with "none of above practices" plus or minus the change in yield
due to the practice or group of practices,
j/ w'eighted average of Column 3 times Column 6,
^ Fertilizer applied per acre: 1950 - 6.8^ N, 20^ P2O5 - 1955 - 15# N, 20# P2O5.
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rv, SPECIALIZED FARM MACHINERY AND LABOR RE^UIREP/iENTS
Substantial increases in the use of specialized farm machinery
•are expected to offset the ^ronin^; labor shortage and to handle the
su^^ested increase in crop land acrea£;e expected by 1955• While most
South Dakota farms are hi;;;hly mechanized at present, special labor
savins equipment is beinj purchased at a rapid rate. It should also
be noted that many farmers are replacing old equipment vrith larger
units, especially tractors, vhich tends to reduce labor requirements
per acre. More of the smaller tractors are also bein^; purchased for
li£:ht '•^ork.
Specialized farm machinery and ecuioment
Mechanical corn pickers.— A 20 percent increase in corn pickers
is expected by 1955. It vras estimated that of the corn harvested for
^rain 86 percent rould be mechanically picked in 1955 compared to 80
percent in 1950, Form 6.
Combines.— The committee estimates that 71 percent of the small
Crain mas combined in 1950 mhen between 5000 to 7000 "out-of-state"
combines were reported to have been brought in to do custom work.
With an estimated 24 percent increase in the number of combines in the
state by 1955 there will still be need for out-of-state combines to
do custom work.
Pick up balers,— The rapid increase in the amount of hay baled
in the field is expected to continue. As a result South Dakota farmers
will need 7500 pick up balers by 1955 or 150 percent more than were
used in 1950, Custom baling operators will continue to harvest a sub
stantial part of the hay baled in 1955.
Field forage harvesters.— These machines are rapidly replacing
stationary silage cutters. With more silage required by 1955^ the
committee feels an increase of 500 forage harvesters making a total of
2500 by 1955 might easily be expected.
Sprayers, power.— The recent development of chemicals which give
satisfactory control of weeds and insects put about 8000 po'^ 'er sprayer
units on South Dakota farms by 1950. It is expected that'15,000*units
will be in use by 1955.
Hay and manure loaders, pover.—This equipment has a multitude of
uses on the farm and saves time and much hard labor. With less labor,
more livestock and a larger hay acreage farmers will need 33,000 pov;er
loaders by 1955 or 11,000 more than were reported in 1950,
Milking machines,— The number of milking machines on South Dakota
farms may reach 8000 by 1955 or 1000 more than were used in 1950, Further
extension of R,E,A, pc'^er lines, labor shortages and a trend toward more
specialized dairr farms should brin^ about some increase even though
milk CO numbers remain about the same»
Silos.— Larver numbers of livestock and the greater use of silage
in feeding cattle and sheep, as estimated by the committee, Trill require
about 15 percent more silo capacity in 1955 than '.vas reported in 1950.
Fertilizer equipment.— The large increase in the amount of ferti
lizer expected to be used in 1955 Trill require much nevr equipment for
its application. It was the concensus of the committee that fertilizer
equipment used for small grains and hay T/ould be more easily rented or
borro^'ed than equipment for use on row crops.
Labor rer-uirements for crons and livestock
Man-hour labor requirements for crops are based on data from field
surveys in eastern and central South Dakota. They have been constructed
by itemizing all operations performed by areas (eastern, central and
western South Dakota) and calculating the man-hours per acre from the
average times over the field, proportion of acreage covered and hours
per acre per time over. Changes in labor requirements from 1950 to
1955 are the result of expected increases in improved production practices,
most of which require more labor, and the use of additional labor saving
equipment, such as mechanical corn pickers, combines, etc.
The man-hour requirements per acre for corn and small grains should
decrease by 1955. The decline may be somewhat greater than indicated
since there is a tendency for farmers to purchase larger tractors and
other pieces of equipment to enable them to reduce labor requirements.
Man-hours per acre for hay harvesting is expected to increase largely
as a result of an increase in baling operations. While baling and
hauling to the barn or lots requires more labor than stacking loose hay
it usually re^quires a smaller crew and the work can be spread over a
greater period. It should be noted, however, that the labor needed to
haul stacked loose hay has not been included in these figures since it
usually is done through the less critical labor periods.
With the exception of hogs no change in man-hour labor requirements
per unit of livestock has been estimated. It was the opinion of the
committee that any savings in man-hour requirements resulting from more
efficient methods of handling livestock v;ould be offset by the additional
labor required to cariqr out improved livestock practices likely to be
adopted by 1955.
Form 5. - Estimated acreage limed, acreage needing lime, and quantities of
CaCo-^ equivalent that would be needed
South Dakota
Liming is not needed in this state.
Form 6, - Estimated use and needs for specialized machines and equipment,
1950 and 1955 attainable
South Dakota
Kind of machine
or equioment
} Number
Corn j In use
! 1950
Number
Field equipment:
Mechanical pickers
Pick-up balers
Combines
Fertilizer equioment:
4 A
Row crop type
Broadcast or drill
attach.
Field forage harvesters
Corn 26,083
Hay 3,000
Small 21,309
grain
Row crops 280
Sra. grain 1,280
& hay
Hay, 2,000
Silage
Field 8,000
crops
Sprayers, power
of machines
; Needed
• ' 195'?
Number
; Portion of acreage
Acreage; covered
' Est.-195Q : Rec>-1955
Percent Percent
31,500 Harvested 80
for grain
7,500 Harvested 27
27,000 Harvested 71
2,300 Planted
5,900 Planted
2,500 Harvested 85
15,000 Planted 15
Hay & manure loaders,
no rr
22,000 33,000
Barh' er-uinment:
":ilkinc' machines
Silos, unright
'^ilo«=, nit and trench
7,000
7,091
1,320
8,000
8,150
1,520
Form 7.- Estimated man-hour requirements per acre, and per unit of live
stock 1950 1955 attainable
South lakota
Crop 1/ Pre- Pre- pre-
harvest:Harvest Total harvest Harvest Total harvest Harv. Total
Hours Hours Hours; Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours
Corn, all 3.3 2.6 5.9 /.05 -.1? -.12 3.35 2.U3 5,78
V/heat 1.4 1.3 2.7 A05 -.16 -.11 1,^5 1.1^ 2.59
Oats 1,5 2,1 3.6 A05 -.27 -.22 1.55 1.83 3.38
Barley 1.3 2.0 3.3 A05 -.39 1-35 1.56 2.91
Alfalfa Hay Zj,..
wild Hay
Livestock 2/
Milk cov/s
Beef cows
Feeder cattle.......
Hogs raised to 250#
Evfes and Rams
Hens & Pullets
Chickens
-jm
Total
Hours
Chaneies 1950-1^
Total
Hours
1^55
Total
Hours
1/ Labor requirements are estimated averages, weighted for different methods of pre
paring land and harvesting crops and for the proportion of crop acreage in the
three sections of the state, Eastern, Central and IJestern.
2/ Average of 2 cuttings per year.
2/ "Jnit of livestock or livestock production.
V. raiPHOVED LIVESTOCK PRACTICES, PRODUCTION RATES AND EEEDING RATES
Under the conditions assumed for this stucfy further adoption of
improved livestock practices is expected by 1955 "-'hich in turn will
affect the rates of concentrate feeding and the production rates.
Form 9a and 9b. Improvements are expected in feeding practices,
breeding and selection, disease and parasite control and other practices
that should give more efficient production of livestock and livestock
products by 1955. This trend is evidenced by the increasing rate of
production per pound of concentrates fed, vdth the exception of dairy
cattle.
It is estimated that milk cows will be fed about one pound of
concentrates to each 3.5 pounds of milk in 1955 compared to one pound
to each four pounds of milk in 1950. Heav; '^' concentrate feeding "*as
not needed by the lo'^er producing cows in 1950, many of which classify
as beef animals. However, there is a gradual trend in the state toward
the use of dairy breeds. The South Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service, in June 1951, reported that 35 percent of the milk cows on
South Dakota farms in 1950 were of daiiy breeds compared to only 20
percent in 19^4.
Improvements are expected in hog feeding practices by 1955*
Increased use of good pastures, balanced rations and antibiotics are
expected to reduce the amount of concentrates needed per pound of pork
from 4.75 pounds in 1950 to A.50 pounds in 1955. With adoption of
all improved practices, which would be profitable under the assumed
prices, and assuming '-juality of management associated with such practices.
South Dakota farmers could produce a pound of pork with 3.5 pounds of
concentrates.
Form 8.- Estimates of supply of feeds available for feeding livestock and
for other purposes^ 1955 attainable with comparisons '
South Dakota
Item
Column
Feed Grains
Corn, net supply 1./
Sorghums for ^rain, net supply .f
Oats, net supply 2/. . . /. T .
Barley, net supply^/,
^•^heat fed on farms "'here °;ro'vn , .
Other wheat produced and fed in the
Rye fed on farms where ^rown . . , ,
Buckwheat fed on farms where prown ,
Total net supply 2^ • • • T . . ,
State.
Total needed for food and industrial use . .
Total available for feeding livestock & out-
shipments . .Total needed for feeding livestock 6,^. . , .
Total available for outshipments . . . ,
Total inshipments needed7.
Other farm-hroduced concentrates
Soybeans fed ......
Skim milk fed (dr^r basis)
Hav and Roughages
Tame and wild hay, net supoly ^/ , . .
Sorghum silage . .(dry roughage basis)
Corn silage . .. .(dry roughage basis)
Sorghum stover
Corn stover
Small grain straw
Total - all hay and roughage
Total needed for livestock'feeding . .
Available for outshioment
(continued)
'Year be-j^innin
1950-51 :
1 I
Tons •
Thousands •
2,753.4 i
24.8 :
1,146.9 :
383.4 :
51.0 :
11.8
.4
4,371.7
4,364.7
2,407.0
1,957.7
October 1
1955
attainable
2
Tons
Thousands
2,925.3
125.3
1,345.2
440.3
60.0
11.2
.4
4,907.7
4,900.7
2,638.6
2,262.1
3,047.0 4,225.0
26.0 : 25.0
188.0 233.3
377.0 : 487.5
871.5 1,160.0
100.0 : 150.0
4,609.5 : 6,280.8
4,032.1 : 4,765.2
577.4 : 1,515.6
Forn S (continued).- Fstimates of supply of feeds available for feeding live
stock and for other purposes, 1955 attainable rdth comparisons
South Dakota
Column
Year bep-innin? October 1
1950-51 : 1955
: attainable
Carrying capacity of pastures and ranr^es
Animal
unit
months
Thousands
1,376.0
10.633.3
U4.0
800.0
725.0
13,678.0
13.020.4
Animal
unit
months
Thousands
2,000.0
11,350.0
168.0
990.0
581.0
15,089.0
13,395.8
Rotation (cropland) pasture
Open permanent pasture and ran^e in farms . . .
^oods pastured
Other pasture in farms 9,^
Grazing land not in farm's
Total carrying capacity
Total requirements for livestock
Oarry-in October 1 plus production (planted acreage x yield per planted
acre) less seed and carry-out.
2^^ Carry-in October 1 plus production (harvested acreage x yield per harves
ted acre) less seed and carry-out.
Cariqr-in July 1 plus production (harvested acreage x yield per harvested
acre) less seed and carry-out, "
Carrqr-in July 1 plus production (harvested acreage x yield per harvested
acre) less seed and carry-out.
Available for feeding livestock, food, industrial use and outshipments.
^ See Form 11, column 7, line I4 for feed grains; column 10, line 14 for
hy; and column 11, line 14 for pasture and range.
7^ For feeding livestock, carry-over at the end of the year, and for food and
industrial uses within the State.
Carry-in May 1 plus production less carry-out.
Aftermath of harvested crops, ?/heat and rye pastures, etc.
NOTE: For the 1955 attainable the carry-in and carry—out of feeds may be
assumed to be eoual.
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Form 9b, Livestock production r^ttes and Concentrates
feeding rates, 1950 and 1955 attainable
South Dakota
Unit of livestock
or livestock
production
Beef Cattle
Cattle
Calves
Calf crop
Concentrates
Sheep and Lambs
Concentrates
Dairy Cattle ^
Concentrates
Concentrates
Chickens
Eggs
Chickens
Concentrates
Concentrates
Turkeys
Turkeys
Concentrates
Lbs. per head
Lbs, per head
No. per 100 cows
Lbs, per 100 lbs,
gain
Lbs. per head
Lbs, per fleece
No, per 100 ewes
Lbs. per 100 lbs,
gain
Lbs, per cow
Lbs, per cow
Lbs, per head
No. per litter
Lbs, per 100 lbs,
gain
No, per layer
Lbs. per head
Lbs. per hen and
pullet
Lbs. per chicken
raised
Lbs, per head
Lbs, per bird
1950
estimate
1006
21k
85
4210
261
6,1
162
k.l
1955
attainable
270
6,5
175
4.5
Maximum
1/
y See assu:nptions set forth in "A Guide for Cooperative Work in the
Agricultural Productive Capacity", May 1951.
^ These estimates are made on the assumption that there will not be
shift in the breeds of sheep used in South Dakota,
2/ These estimates assume an increase in the use of dairy breeds.
Analysis of
an important
SUPPLY OF FEED AVAILABLE FOR LIVESTOCK
Estimated livestock feed supplies for 1955 attainable are based
on the crop acreap;es and yields shon^n in Forms 1 and 3, Feed supplies
available in 1955 vrould differ from these figures in the event the
cropping; pattern, level of improved production practices and normal
'^eather conditions "^ere not attained in 1955.
The nuantities of feeds needed for feeding livestock are based
on the estimated numbers of livestock and feeding rates. See Forms
11a and lib.
Feed p-rains
Estimates indicate that i4,907,000 tons of feed vrains would be
produced in South Dakota in 1955 compared to ^,371,700 tons in 1950-51.
See Form 8, Only 53 percent of the feed grains produced during; the
1955-56 season would be needed for livestock feed in the state while
in 1950-51 about 55 percent of the production was needed. This means
that 2,262,100 tons of feed grains would be available for outshipment
in 1955 compared to 1,957,700 tons in 1950-51.
Commercial bv-oroducts
The Committee estimated that 181,500 tons of commercial by
products, includin^^ protein feeds, were fed during 1950-51#
and that 268,900 tons would be needed for the 1955-56 feeding season.
The feeding rates per animal for commercial by products estimated for
1950-51, Form 11a, were much lower than should be fed, according to
production specialists, but they represent an allocation of available
supplies to the different classes of livestock. The feeding rates
for the 1955-56 season, form lib, have been increased substantially
but are still less than is recommended for most efficient production.
Hay and routrhaves
Supplies of hay and rou^ha^e were estimated at 4-,609,500 tons
for the 1950-51 season and 6,280,800 tons for 1955 attainable or an
increase of 36 percent. For the feeding year beginning October 1,
1950 about 4,032,100 tons were needed for feeding livestock leaving
only 577,400 tons available for outshipments and waste. Actually
little hay or rou^have was shipped out of the state in 1950-51.
The estimates indicate that by 1955, 4,765,200 tons of hay and
Estimate made on the basis of tax receipts paid to the State on
feed sales and an estimate of feed trucked into the state by
farmers and not passin?: through hands of retailers.
rou^ha^e ^vill be needed for feedinj livestock, leaving a surplus of
1,515,600 tons for outshipment and "-aste. Some hay may be shipped
out of South Dakota by 1955 but it is expected that a larger pro
portion of the stovers and stra-j rrould not be used as feed.
Pastures
South Dakota pastures have been heavily stocked in recent years.
The estimated carr^ang capacity, for the feeding year beginning
October 1, 1950 vjas 13,678,000 animal unit months, only five percent
above livestock requirements. Although pastures in most parts of the
state produced abundant grorrth in the summer of 1951 a fe':v ranchers
Tere forced to reduce their herds early in the 1950-51 feeding year
due to dry weather and a shortage of pasture early in the season.
Pasture acreages and yields estimated for 1955 attainable would provide
a carigring capacity of 15,089,000 animal unit months or about 10
percent more than would be required for livestock. It was the con-
se^usus of the committee that this 10 percent surplus should be used as
a safety factor.
Vri. LIVESTOCK NUMBERS AND PRODUCTI-N
This study assumes that prices v;ill "be relatively fayora."ble to livestocl: and
livestock products since the defense mobilization program with full employment/
should create a high level demand for meat, milk, poultry and eggs#
South Dakota hag the feed, the facilities and the experience to materially
increase the production of concentrate consuming livestock especially hogs and poul
try# Labor, however, is likely to be a greater obstacle 'to increases in livestock
production than has been estimated.
Horses and mules, - The number of horses and mules is expected to continue the rapid
decline of past years but the number is expected to level off a-round 90»U00 head
l5y 1955.
Cattle and Calves, all, — Po-rms and ranches west of the Missouri river have been
well stocked since 19^5 vrhen an all time peak of 2,610,000 head of cattle were
""e-oorted in the state. The committee expects about 2,600,000 for 1955 attainable or
an increase of about 6 percent in cattle numbers over the 1950 level vdth most of
the increase taking place east of the Missouri river,
Ccv^s kept for milk, 2 years, —T/hile the number of milk co\fS is not expected to
increase under the assumed conditions the quality of the cov:s o.nd production per
head should continue to improve. Total milk production should increase about 11
percent by 1955 over the 1950 level, although dairying is expected to become a more
specialized enterprise centered around the larger cities in the state, many farmers
v;ill continue to milk a fe^' cov;s for home consunrotion,
Sneep and lambs, —The committee estimeteg 1,000,000 head of sheeu and lambs for
1955 attainable or a I6 percent increase over the 1950 numbers. Sheep and lambs
on farms declined from an all tine peak of 2,407,000 head in I943 to 860,000 in 1950
(January 1 reports). Internal parasites, predatory animals, good returns from other
enterprises and the scarcity of experienced labor have been major factors contribu
ting tc the decline. These same, factors vdll tend to hold dov.n any substantial
expansion in sheep numbers during the defense mobiliza.tion rjeriod,
- Due to the relatively favorable corn-hog ratio under the price assumptions
pork production for 1955 attainable is expected to increase about 27 percent over
1950 levels. This production could be obtained with a 15 percent increase in the
number of sows farrov/ed since the comirdttee expects more pigs saved per litter and
marketing of heavier weight hogs by 1955. Adequate feed supplies and production
facilities are available for a greater expansion in pork production than has been
estimated. However, the labor problem and fear of a market glut such as occurred
in 1943, s,re factors that ma^-y tend to limit production.
Chickens. - The ass'imed high level demand for poultry and eggs in 1955 should bring
forth good increases in poultry and eggs. Chickens raised is expected to. total
71,712,000 po^onds for 1955 atta.ina.ble compared to 51,267,000 pounds in 1950. This
is a 40 percent increase. Egg production per hen will continue to increase, With
15 p'" rcent more hejig • o.nd pullets South Dakota should produce about 17 nercent more
s,§gs in 1955 than were produced in 1950, A substantiOvl increase in the number- of
dhicks hatched in 195-i(about 24 percent over 1950) points to an immediate increase
in both poultry and eggs, A comjiercial broiler industry has not as yet develooed
in South Dakota,
Turkeys. - Tnrkey production declined from 1,371,000 head in 1940 to 199,000 in '
1948, Death losses and lov; rfetuvns from farm flocks \'ere major causes of the decline,
Turkey m^bers are e::pect6d to reach 385,000 head "by 1955 compared to 314,000 in
1950, a 23 percent increase, Turkey prwduction is shifting from farm flocks to
specialized commercial "oroduccrs.
r»rm 10, Estimates of nuin'ber 'of livestock and production of livestock and
livestock products, 1955 attainaklc, v/ith comparisons
South Dakota
Item of livestock and
livestock products
Column
Reported : Reported or
for : estimated
1950 : for 1951
2
1,000 1,000
units units
Attainable
for
1955
1,000
units
farms, January 1:
Horses, mules, colts Number 171 144 90
Cattle and calves, all II 245^1 2454 2600
Cov/s kept for milk, 2 yr " 379 366 378
Other cov;s, 2 yr. It 778 800 820
Sheep and lambs, all tt 860 893 1000
Er-Jes, 1 yr. II 586 608 680
Hens and pullets II 8663 8230 10,000
ring year:
Sows farrowed. Spring II 351 362 400
Pigs saved, Spring II 2050 2255 2600
Sov7S farrowed, Pall II 57 64 70
Pigs. saved. Fall II 359 395 455
Chickens raised II 11271 14088 15258
Av, Number of layers II 69^8 6748 7600
Commercial broilers II —
Turkeys raised II 31^ 315 385
Cattle put on feed (1) II 195 195 215
Sheep & lambs put on feed {l^ 250 225 270
Milk cows, average during
year n 333 326 332
Calves born II 983 1004 1042
Lambs saved II 515 559 632
Sheep shorn 11 663 687 770
Milk produced Th. lbs. 1402 1405 1560
Eggs produced Thous. 1129 11X3 1330
VooX produced Pounds 5667 6839 6545
Chickens raised Pounds 51267 66214 71712
Turkeys r^aised Pounds 5180 5627 6930
Net,Prod., cattle &
calves Th, lbs. 726 730 775
Net. Prod., sheep & lambs" " 36 37.2 39.5
Net,Prod,, hogs II II 545 598 692
ly Twelve-month period beginning October 1 of preceding year.
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VIII. ST£Pd MjSEDED to iiCHIEVE ATT/^I^JABLE PhODUCTlON
In the introduction to this report the following important i».?suinpti.
for the next five years were made:
1. That a favorable cost-price relationship would exist.
2. That needed machinery, fertilizer, lumber, fencing and other
equipment and supplies would be available.
3. That the farm labor force v/ould be slightly less than at present.
4-. That "normal"weather would prevail,
5. That action and educational agencies would continue their present
efforts, with perhaps some change in emphasis, to encourage farmers
to adopt improved production practices and better systems of farming.
Using these.^assumptions the estimates of attainable production for
1955 have been prepared, and are presented in this report. But thus far
nothing has been said about the kind of an educational and action programs
needed to achieve the estimated 1955 attainable capacity.
What steps—what changes in emphasis by our research, educational,
and action agencies—would be needed in order to achieve attainable
production.
At first thought it seems reasonable to believe that the prospects
for profits will give us most, if not all, of the increased production
needed. As a result of these prospects the farmer may want to expand
the size of his more profitable enterprises. He may do this by shifting
from less profitable to more profitable crops but this will sharpen the
labor peaks which may already be too high for the labor expected to be
available. To overcome the peak labor difficulties he may farm more
oztens.ivelv — that is spend less time per acre on seedbed preparation,
or omic a cultivation, etc. Neither of these practices will increase
oh-e total production of food in South Dakota. Indeed, such practices
might reduce it even though this practice might increase the farmers'
profits.
Again the farmer might increase the amount of cropland by bringing
under cultivation pastures and other land not recently farmed. This
might increase the total amount of food produced but the data presented
in form 1 suggest that there is only a limited amount of land which is
suited to this purpose. Thus, while profit prospects will stimulate the
farmer to increase production many South Dakota farmers will need to
adopt new techniques of farming. They will need to intensify their
farming perhaps to a greater degree than they have ever done before if
the 1955 attainable production is to be realized. Increased profits on
many farms will be possible only to those who adopt new techniques of
farming. The increase in yield estimu^tes in Form 3 and livestock
prodTZittion in Form 9b are built on the assumption that farmers can be
induced to adopt many new improved practices.
It is at this point that the research, educational, ?rd action
programs can be of real service to the farmers of the State and to the
nation if a well coordinc^ted program is prepared and carried out.
This report might well be the first step in such a coordinated
program with each educational and action program playing its most
effective role.
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A second stej; would be to break the st:.te production capacity
estimates down into type-of-farming or economic area estimates, y
This has already been done in the case of acreage and yield estimates,
hot until figures are broken down to economic areas do they begin to
L-ecome useful for extension and action programs, field estimates such
as those presented in Form 2a, if presented for economic areas, or,
better yet, by crop rotations for specific soil associations v/ould be
of great educational value to farmers. Similar input-output data needed
for livestock is being prepared. 2/
A third step wonld be to make use of the estimates in preparing
farm budgets showing the advantages and disadvantages of adopting improved
production practices in each economic area or major soil association under
the price relationships and other conditions believed to be most likely
to prevail during the next five years. Such budgets could be prepared
for some or all of the economic areas of the state or, preferably, for
each soil association in the stato. A research project on the
economics of soil conser\. --l-z't recently set up by the Experiment Station
could, perhaps, be utilized in this work.
Step four would be the analysis of some of the production difficulties
which are uncovered by steps two and three. It is possible that step two
alone would show in cold light some obstacles to increasing production in
some areas of South Dakota and may suggest more effective means of dealing
with them.
Step five would be to design a two-fold program to deal with the
obstacles to increased production. First, a research and an educational
program should be designed to remove lack of knowledge as an obstacle.
Second, action programs should be designed to remove obstacles which
educated self-interest alone is not enough to get action desired by the
nation.
V/hether or not the federal and state agencies in South Dakota will
find it possible to take the second step on a coordinated program remains
to be seen. Taken together or separately the steps in this direction must
be taken in the interests of agriculture and the national ./elfare.
In any event to achieve the 1955 attainable production the following
questions will need to be answered to the farmers satisfaction:
VJill improved production practices pay? — Every effort will have to
be made to determine to what extent new and untried practices will pay when
adopted. Data shov/ing the incre>ise in crop yields which can be expected
from improved practices such as presented in Form 2a are quite useful,
especially if these are prepared for economic areas or soil associations
rather than the state. Such data would be useful in answering the
question — "Does it pay?"
^liill it pay more than other uses? — Not only must the farmer be
shown that a new practice pays but he must be shovm that its adoption
pays well, especially v/hen additional labor and capital are needed for
its adoption. Of a dozen paying practices the farmer can be expected
to adopt only those which give the highest return ]-er hour of labor
1/ This refers to the economic areas recently adopted by the U. S. Census
Bureau. They are essentially the same as the agricultural production
or type-of-farming areas long used in South Dakota
2j Sigurd Stangeland, Input and Output Relationships in Livestock Production,
'-r,^% v."! A r.nr>ne>r.r.T nt Ag,.Ecoh».Dopt. S. D. S. C., Oct. 1951.
(since labor is scarce) and for which capital is readily available ana for
which this capital has few if any more profitable uses.
Are risks and uncertainties high in relation to possible profits?—
i»hen much risk and uncertainty are associated with anticipated profits
such profits are discounted by farmers. Four risks or uncertainties are
of great importance to farmers in South Dakota. These a -e the risks and
uncertainties of prices, v^eather, governmental action programs, and farm
tenure. These risks and uncertainties will affect the farmers willingness
to adopt new farming practices.
There appears to be no reliable means of predicting what the v/eather
will be in the Great Plains.
Nation-wide crop insurance programs may be able to bear such risks
since the weather for the country as a whole is more predictable. Greater
participation in such a program will be necessary if it is to effectively
remove some of the effects of weather uncertainty. ^ Having unpredictable
weather to contend with, many farmers v/ill be reluctant to intensify crop
production by the use of fertilizers for fear that dry \.eather will make
the use of fertilizer a loss. Similar statements can be made concerning
legumes and livestock. Even v/hen such views are not justified, a strong
educational program will be necessary to remove such fears.
Price risks may recmire governmental "price floors" if greatly
increased production is to be secured in, say, flax production. This
may also be true of livestock. Pork price floors might be needed here.
While governmental programs may reduce price risks they create
new uncertainties of their own which affect farmers decisions. As
examples, there has recently been much uncertainty about the proposed
beef price rollback. A fev; years ago there was some reluctance to
reduce the acres of com and wheat because farmers were afraid that
such a reduction would affect the amount which they would be allotted
to grow in the future under governmental price support programs.
Inaecuio tenure as an uncertainty will be discussed in the following
paragray.hs.
yfill g tenant's share pay? — About 50 percent of the farmland in
South Dakota was operated by tenants in 19i^5. Nearly all of the tenants
rent their l.tnd on a one-year crop-share lease. The tenants share
varies from area to area but it frequently is about 2/3 of the crop
Can the tenant afford to adopt the improved cropping practices
if he is to receive only 2/3 of the benefits? The popular statement,
"tenants don't farm like ov\?ners" is being changed to, "tenants cannot
afford to farm like owners".
This problem can be overcome in part if the landlord shares in the
cost of the improved practice. Research, education, and action programs
may be needed to overcome these difficulties. Insecurity of tenure is
a serious obstacle to the expansion of legumes and grasses on rented
farms. Tenant farmers will be reluctant to "improve the farm for some
one else" unless the landlord pays most of the costs involved. Expansion
1/ Rainer Schickele, Farmers Adaptations to Income Uncertainty, Journal
Farm Economics 32:356-374, August 1950. See also E. L. Barber and P. J.
Thair, Institutional Methods of Meeting Weather Uncertainty in the Great
Plains, Journal Farm Economics, 32:391-^0, August, 1950.
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of beef, sheep or dairy herds will be handicapped because of lack of
suitable forage and reluctance to build fences, drill wells, build dams,
and provide needed shelter on land not their ovm. The landlords'
cooperation v/ould be useful here but landlords, like tenants, frequently
have li-.tle additional capital to invest. Thus insecure tenure is
perhaps the most serious obstacle to the improvement of farming efficiency
in South Dakota.
y/here's the monev coming from?— There does not appear to be a
s or age of credit institutions or money available for loan. Most farmers
can secure credit where the risks are not great and where the lender as
<ife as the farmer is convinced that the practice or enterprise is
profitable.
^ Many farmers v;ho have paid for their farms or who own their machinery,
equipment, and livestock clear of debt may not need much credit and such
as they need may be easily obtainable. For these farmers little or no
credit problem exists -nd credit is not the major obstacle to increased
production.
fet credit shortages do exist for some farmers. Among these will
be young tenants or mortgaged ovmer-operators v/ho are already indebted
for machinery and equipment but who vdll need additional buildings, fences,
ponds, fertilizer, etc. to materially increase the production01 their farms during the next five years. Here lack of credit may well
be a major obstacle to increared farm production. Furthermore the number
° indebted farmers may be expected to increasegradually during the next few years as younger farmers buy farms, machinery,
and livestock at present prices. However, the exact number of these
larmers is not knovm.
To the extent that loaning of additional money is a good risk in
such cases a strong educational program based on data from the physical
scientists is needed for both the heavily indebted farmers and their
creditors.
ymere's the labor coming from? — Many of the larger family-
operated farms will be hard pressed to carry on their present operations
as l^bor becomes more scarce. This suggests that it is the small scale
partially unemployed farmer who can expand production most if needed
assistance is given. Arecent study indicated the greatest rate of
increase in agricultural production took place among the smaller farmers
during World \Yar II. y
Since farm labor demand usually reaches a peak during the summer
crop planting and harvesting season there will be a tendency to shift to
crops and livestock which reduce this peak. This tendency should be
used to encourage farmers to intensify needed crop and livestock
production at other periods of the year.
How about transportation for the increased production? — Estimated
production of most products for 1955 attainable has either boen attained
or closely approached during some year in the past.
The railroad boxcar situation would appear to be the major uncertainty
in so far as marketing and transportation is concerned. Problems have
developed in marketing and transporting grains in years when harvest came
l/Jack^ V. McEleveen, Changes in Production During World War II by Size
oi Farm, Agr. Econ. Research, Vol. 3. No. 3, July 1951, pp. 98-102.
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simultaneously over the entire state and sufficient boxcars v/ere not made
available to the grain trade. With some spread in the time of small grain
harvest and allocation of enough boxcars to the state there should be
little difficulty in handling the production estimated for 1955. With
more and more combines being used and unpredictable weather it is difficult
to estimate the timely need for boxcars In advance.
Do v.'e need additional storage? — Grain storage facilities in South
Dakota appear to be good. See Table 2. A great deal of the storage
capacity was constructed during the 19/+0's and plans are underway for
the addition of more commercial storage in the state.
If the carry-over of feed grains is reduced through feeding or
shipping out of the state rather than stockpiled within the state
additional storage space would be made available for small grains thus
relieving sorae of the pressure during small grain harvest.
Hoy; about processing plants? — Present processing plants within
the state appear to have the capacity to handle the estimated production
of dairy and poultry products. Other processing facilities will be
affected by out-of-state plants and their adequacy can be assessed only
on a regional or national level.
Table 2. - Storage facilities and production of small grains and corn,
South Dakota, 194-9 1/
Storage Capacitv 194.9
On farm
Permanent
Temporary
Commercial storage
Total Permanent
groduction. 5 yr. ave. 19/h4-48
Perm. Storage Cap, as percent of
ay. prod.
Small grain
Thous. Bu,
196,500
9,425
25,904
222,404
195,263
Thous Bu.
55,475
50,U5 2/
55,475
113,258
1/ Source; South Dakota Crop Reporting Service, South Dakota Market
Supplies and Storage Facilities Small Grain and Corn, Sioux Falls,
June 1951.
^ Estimated total ear corn actually stored in temporary storage
space from the large 1943 crop.
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